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An Inspirational Message from Jennie Bryan 
2021 Burroughs Wellcome Fund Southeast Region Teacher of the Year 

Greetings Fellow NC Educators! 
 

We finally did it.  After hearing friends and celebrities talk about it for 
months, plus the recent news that this television show had won 
SEVEN Emmys, my husband and I finally jumped on the Ted Lasso 
bandwagon.  And boy, am I glad we did!  In less than a month, we 
are now halfway through watching the two season comedy series for 
a second time.  So if you take nothing else away from this message 
but to get the three month free trial to Apple TV to watch Ted Lasso, 
that will be enough.  My work here will be done.  If you’re not quite 
convinced yet, let me tell you a little bit about Ted Lasso and some 
lessons of his that would serve us well as educators if we took them 
to heart.  And I promise...no spoilers! 
 

Ted Lasso is a Division Two football coach from Kansas who begins 
the series on his way over to the UK to accept the position as the 
head coach for the A.F.C. Richmond Greyhounds, a Premier League 
football (what we call soccer) club. Ted Lasso has a reputation for 
being a successful (American) football coach, fueled by optimism and 
positivity, but knows absolutely nothing and has everything to learn about the European version of the 
game.  Not unlike public school educators in North Carolina today, Coach Lasso is faced with a 
challenging set of circumstances.  It’s Ted Lasso’s responses to those difficult circumstances that 
inspires audiences and has endeared him to viewers around the world.  So, what lessons can we, as 
educators, learn from the story, wisdom, and experiences of Ted Lasso?   
 

Ted Lasso knows that in order for his team to be successful, he has to develop relationships with and 
get buy-in from his players.  Ted Lasso is the ultimate outsider.  Not only is his entire athletic and 
coaching experience tied to a different sport, but a different culture.  He does not speak the language 
of the sport, mistakenly calling “practice” what should be called “training” and the “field” what should be 
called the “pitch”.   His players are quick to recognize his deficiencies, immediately dismiss him, and put 
up a wall to any “coaching” he has to offer.  Just as Coach Lasso entered the locker room for the first 
time with a vastly different experience, culture, and language from his players, do we not also enter our 
classrooms and encounter our students in the same way?  Lasso doesn’t buckle from the gap he has 
to cross to reach his players, but rather immediately gets to work getting to know his players.  He seeks 
out insights from people who know the players best about what motivates the individual players and 
makes them tick.  In one of my favorite scenes from the series, Coach Lasso recounts a story from 
childhood bullying he experienced and reflecting back says this,  
 

You know Rupert, guys have underestimated me my entire life. And for years I 
never understood why. It used to really bother me. But then one day I was 
driving my little boy to school and I saw this quote...painted on the wall there 
that said “Be curious.  
Not Judgmental.” I like that.   
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I hope that this year, we will take some plays from Coach Lasso’s playbook and that we are willing to 
be curious about our students, find out what motivates them, and build bridges into their lives, 
experiences, and cultures. 
 

Ted Lasso surrounds himself with people who 
know more than he does and possess the skills 
needed to help his players.  One of Ted’s most 
likeable qualities is his awareness of his strengths and 
weaknesses.  While he recognizes his passion and 
skills for helping the players become better versions of 
themselves, he fully admits how little he knows about 
the game of (European) football (“I think I literally have 
a better understanding of who killed Kennedy than 
what is offsides!”) and seeks out expertise and wisdom 
from the most unlikely of people to solve some of the 
team’s problems: people like the team’s water boy, the 
local pub owner, and the star player’s girlfriend.  Are 

there people in our buildings beyond our mentors or PLC members that we could be turning to for their 
expertise in working with students?  Perhaps it’s the twenty-five-year veteran Teacher Assistant who 
has decades of experience supporting a variety of learners or the bus driver who has certain insights 
into the homelives of our students.  Are we, like Ted, willing to learn from anybody we can to support 
our students?  Coach Lasso also recognizes that oftentimes there’s a person better equipped to solve 
a problem or leverage a teachable moment than he is - be it a sports psychologist, the team captain, or 
a retired player.  He knows he cannot be all things for all players and so he connects his players with 
those who are best equipped to help.  Similarly, we, as educators, cannot be all things at all times for 
all of our students, but we can work to connect them to the people and supports that they may need. 
 

Despite his tenacious optimism, Ted Lasso acknowledges and creates space for challenging 
times.  After one particularly disappointing loss, Coach Lasso delivers a speech in the locker room that 
would have been equally fitting for a media center during a school wide faculty meeting these past few 
months.  First, Lasso’s version:   
 

This is a sad moment right here.  For all of us.  And there ain’t nothing I can say, 
standing in front of you right now, that can take that away.  But please, do me this 
favor, will you?  Lift your heads up and look around this locker room.  Yeah?  Look 
at everybody else in here.  And I want you to be grateful that you’re going through 
this sad moment with all these other folks.  Because I promise you, there is 
something worse out there than being sad, and that is being alone and being 
sad.  Ain’t nobody in this room alone.  Let’s be sad now.  Let’s be sad 
together.  And then we can be a gosh-darn goldfish (Lasso loves to point out that 
goldfish only have a 10 second memory).  Onward.  Forward. 

 

And now, with apologies to the absolutely brilliant team of writers for Ted Lasso, my version for 
educators working in these trying times in public education.  
 

This is a challenging moment right here.  For all of us.  And there ain’t nothing I 
can write to you right now that can take that away.  But please, do me this favor, 
will you?  Lift your heads up and look around your school, your district, this 
state?  Yeah.  Look at everybody else in this profession.  And I want you to be 
grateful that you’re going through this challenging moment with all these other 
outstanding, hardworking, and professional educators.  Because I promise you, 
there is something worse out there than these challenging times, and that is going 
through these challenging times alone.   Ain’t nobody in this profession 
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alone.  We are facing these challenges together.  North Carolina Beginning 
Teachers:  The 2021 Regional Teacher of the Year Team hears you, sees you, 
and appreciates you. 

 

Onward, Forward! 
 

Jennie Bryan 
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